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Abstract
This paper presents a description of our participation in MEX-A3T 2020 aggressiveness detection on
the Spanish Mexican tweets track. The goal of this task is to analyze a corpus comprised of Spanish
Mexican tweets and identify its aggressiveness level (aggressive or not). For this task, we proposed two
architectures; the first one is a BiLSTM + GRU based, and the second is a BiLSTM + CNN based architecture.
After experimenting and evaluating, our BiLSTM + CNN model achieves 63.88% on aggressive class
F1-Score, and our BiLSTM + CNN model achieves 63.87% on aggressive class F1-Score.
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1. Introduction
The use of social communication tools on the Internet is being an essential side of daily human
life. These social communications tools are generating a large amount of data that has sparked
analysis interest among natural language and data science experts.
Although diverse models have been proposed to analyze social media data, there are still
many challenges and ample space to improve research. One of these challenges is the multilanguage content generated in these social networks. To push the improvement of research
and to promote research in Mexican Spanish data, MEX-A3T 2020 proposed a track to identify
aggressiveness on Mexican Spanish Tweets.
This study proposed two architectures that use LSTM, GRU, and Convolutional Networks as
a block to be evaluated on the MEX-A3T 2020 aggressiveness detection track.
This paper is comprised of five sections: the first one presents an introduction to this task and
study. The second section describes the corpus preprocessing phase. The third section describes
the proposed architectures. The fourth section presents the results achieved in competition and
the testing phase. The last section presents some conclusions and future work to continue the
experiment with this task and architectures.
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2. Data Preprocessing
Although supervised deep learning models can learn the main features from a dataset, the
performance of such models depends on the quality of input data [1]. Previous sentiment
analysis research on twitter-based corpus shows that various corpus-preprocessing techniques
provide a significant improvement in model performance. Some techniques merely remove
noise data, and others reduce terms and expressions to basic meaning [2].

2.1. Basic Data Preprocessing
For models described in this paper, the next steps were performed on the training data set [3]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Lower case input text.
Remove URLs: URLs were encoded on the training data set as <URL>.
Remove accents, diaresis and tilde characters: Input text to NFKD to ASCII.
Remove numeric characters.
Remove single character and two-character elements.
Remove punctuation symbols.

2.2. Text Sequences Length
LSTM [4] and GRU [5] architectures are a proposal to learn long term dependencies. Despite the
success of these architectures, there are concerns about the ability of these networks to manage
such dependencies [6]. Considering those, we decided to limit the length of text sequences
looking to get a sequence length that preserves the relevant information about the tweet and
reduces the model training time. Trimming was done by shortening at the end of each text
sequence.

2.3. Lemmatization
Lemmatization makes a morphological analysis of words and tries to remove inflectional endings,
returning words to their dictionary word. In previous research, the use of lemmatization
outperforms base algorithms on language modeling [7].The pipeline used was:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Tokenization.
Multiword tokens expansion.
POS labeling.
Lemmatization.

For the previous pipeline, we used AnCora treebank, Spanish models, from Python Stanford
NLP package [8].

2.4. Stop Words
We remove stop words using the Spanish corpus from open-source Natural Language Toolkit
(NLTK) [9].
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2.5. Word Vectors
As a word-level representation, we used pre-trained embedding vectors with FastText [10]
library. Embedding vectors used were pre-trained on external Mexican Spanish tweets. This pretrained file contains 1,247.3M tokens with 100 dimensions each. These vectors were provided
by the last MEX-A3T 2019 organizers [11].

2.6. Balance Dataset
On un-balanced data sets, different categories were represented unequally. So the output model
is not biased to learn features of the majority class in classification task use of over-sampling
techniques on minority class was proposed previously to get a better classifier performance.
SMOTE is an oversampling method, in which the minority class is over-sampled creating
“synthetic” samples rather than by over-sampling with replacement [12].
MEX-A3T 2020 training corpus was not balanced; we applied the SMOTE method to get a
corpus with aggressive and not-aggressive equally represented classes.

3. Systems Description
Recurrent networks have proven to be useful in natural language processing tasks for their ability
to carry information from the past [13]. On the other hand, convolutional neural networks
have been used and showed promising results in diverse applications of natural language
processing [14]. Additionally, the architecture used has proven to be effective on previous NLP
classification tasks[15] and was altered to be adapted to this specific domain task.
This paper discussed two model’s performance with slightly different approaches. The first
model (Fig. 1) is comprised of an embedding input layer, followed by a spatial dropout that feeds
a BiLSTM layer and a BiGRU layer respectively. Each of BiLSTM and BiGRU individual blocks
feeds an independent global average polling layer and global max-pooling layer. The polling
layers outputs are merged and followed by a dense layer with a ReLU activation function. Next
batch normalization and dropout are applied. The last layer is dense with a SoftMax activation
function.
The first model (BiLSTM + BiGRU) was trained using an Adam optimizer (learning rate =
3e-5, epsilon = 1e-8, norm clipping = 1.0), with sparse categorical loss entropy as a loss function,
and was trained for 13 epochs.
The second model (Fig. 2) is a slightly different version of the first model, but the BiGRU
layer was replaced for a 1D convolutional layer, and was trained for 15 epochs. Table 1 shows
in detail the values of the parameters used for each model.

4. Results
The official competition metric was the F1 score on aggressive class. Table 2 shows our results
on MEX-A3T 2020 on the test dataset and results on an own test data set used to experiment
on the modeling phase. Own test data set was created, taking 20% of content provided official
training set. Additionally, Table 2 shows two baselines used by organizers to compare with
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Figure 1: BiLSTM + BiGRU architecture.
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Figure 2: BiLSTM + CNN architecture

participating models, and some results from other participants ranked by a place on competition
are shown too.
Based on the results, it should be noted that the two proposed architectures achieved similar
performance. It can be observed that achieved results on the official test set not differ so much
from results achieved on own test set. This indicates that chosen test data for the modeling
phase represents well the proposed task dataset, and proposed models are not overfitting the
training set.
We achieved 16th place with run 2 (BiLSTM + CNN). Although our results are lower than
baselines models, this work shows a comparison between two proposed models on aggressiveness detection on Mexican Spanish tweets and leave possibilities open for architecture
improvement with further research.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we describe our participation in MEX-A3T@IberLEF2020, Aggressiveness Identification on Spanish Mexican Tweets Track [3].
We have shown two proposed architectures, first uses a BiLSTM + BiGRU combination as the
base and second are BiLSTM + CNN combination based.
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Table 1
Model architecture parameters. Parameters marked with * are parameters of the convolutional layer
used only in the LSTM + CNN model.
Parameter

Value

spatial dropout rate
biLSTM layer units

0.2
600

biGRU layer units

600

filters*
kernel size*
activation function*
dense layer units

332
2
ReLU
144

dropout rate

0.2

last dense layer units

2

Description
Fraction of the input embedding layer output to drop.
The dimensionality of bidirectional LSTM output
space.
The dimensionality of bidirectional GRU output
space.
The number of output filters in the convolution.
Length of the 1D convolution window.
Convolutional layer activation function.
The dimensionality of the intermediate dense layer
output space.
The probability that each element of intermediate
dense layer output is dropped.
The dimensionality of the last dense layer output
space. Binary classification with SoftMax activation
function.

Table 2
Official results of aggressive detection on organizer test data and own evaluation results on own test
data set.
Rank

Team Name

Official F1
aggressive

Own test F1
aggressive

1
7
12
16
17
21

CIMAT-1
Baseline (Bi-GRU)
Baseline (BoW-SVM)
UGalileo-2 (BiLSTM + CNN)
UGalileo-1 (BiLSTM + BiGRU)
Intensos-2

0.7998
0.7124
0.6760
0.6388
0.6387
0.2515

0.6650
0.6333
-

According to our experiment results, these two architectures show similar results on the
aggressiveness detection task. Although proposed architectures achieved lower results compared to baseline models, it is possible to continue improving them, especially working on the
corpus-preprocessing phase. We think that we have lost task-relevant information on tweets
preprocessing phase that did not allow us to obtain better models performance.
Additionally, it would be worth to try other embedding vectors and dictionaries that represent
better particular features of Mexican Spanish.
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